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Our cities, home to 86 per cent of Canadians, are predominantly
places that are hostile to the natural processes that sustain life on earth:
streams and waterways are channelled into concrete culverts; autumn’s dead
leaves (and all their nutrients) are bagged up and put out for garbage; rainwater is fed through downspouts into overburdened sewers; soil is paved over
with impermeable surfaces; biodiversity is reduced to monoculture lawns.
Many of the problems plaguing urban environments—polluted
water, polluted air, polluted soil—can be seen as the inevitable results of
paying too little attention to the evolved wisdom of the planet’s ecological
functioning. Instead of being guided by nature, we’ve created degraded urban
habitats by ignoring basic natural processes and principles.
However, many theorists, designers, engineers, ecologists and others are advocating that human-designed systems will work better—functionally, environmentally and economically—if they are based on natural models
and follow natural principles. And they are demonstrating these ideas through
innovative projects that turn problems such as stormwater run-off and lack of
habitat into opportunities for green infrastructure, modelled on nature.

In her book Biomimicry: Innovation Inspired by Nature, Janine Benyus enumerates the
following basic laws, strategies and principles of nature, and proposes them as the models
on which we should base human-designed systems: runs on sunlight; only uses energy it
needs; fits form to function; recycles everything; rewards cooperation; banks on diversity;
demands local expertise; curbs excess from within; taps the power of limits.
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Some seminal books in the green infrastructure/ecological design literature include:
McHarg, Ian L. Design With Nature. New York: Natural History Press, 1969.
Laurie, Ian C. (ed.) Nature in Cities. New York: John Wiley, 1979.
Papanek, Victor. Design for the Real World. New York: Pantheon, 1971.
Hough, Michael. City Form and Natural Process. New York: Routledge, 1989.
Spirn, Anne Whiston. The Granite Garden. New York: Basic Books, 1984.
Todd, John and Nancy Jack Todd. Bioshelters, Ocean Arks, City Farming:
Ecology as the Basis of Design. San Francisco: Sierra Club Books, 1984.

Stormwater
Calgary’s Bow River Valley is a unique ecosystem right in the midst of
one of Canada’s fastest growing municipalities. Surrounded by gently sloping
prairie foothills, the valley is not only a prized natural feature, it’s also crucial
to the health of the city. The river systems that over time have created the valley provide drinking water, wildlife habitat and corridors, and recreational
opportunities. The Bow River, for example, is
world renowned for its trout habitat, and flyfishers sportsfish in its cool waters.
But like river valleys throughout the
country, pollution from sewage, urban
stormwater and upstream agricultural run-off
is having a negative impact on the health of
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the waterways. Concerned about the effects of these pollutants on the river
system, the City of Calgary has embarked on a massive effort to effectively
treat stormwater (the second-biggest pollution source in the Bow River bioregion), to educate the public about stormwater and to conduct
research into stormwater control and management. The Elbow Valley
Constructed Wetland, which is proving the ability of natural systems
to clean the local communities’ stormwater prior to discharge into
the adjacent Elbow River, is the centrepiece of this effort.
Tracy Tarves

On a site once filled with weeds and mounds of dirt, the stormwater management ponds at the Elbow Valley Constructed Wetland were constructed in 1996. Supplemented with plant material to create a wetland area,
the ponds are now being used to test natural water purification methods and
experimental water treatment technologies. But most importantly, the Elbow
Valley Constructed Wetland has also become a natural classroom (not only for

FACTS AT A GLANCE
Year constructed: 1996.
Size of the site: 20,000 m2; wetland surface area: 5,000 m2.
Wetland storage capacity: 2,300 m3.
Approximate construction cost: $400,000.
Main uses:
• experimental site to test the survival rates and water treatment
effectiveness of different plant species;
• an outdoor teaching centre which includes an educational pavilion;
• habitat for birds and wildlife; and
• passive recreation - includes a boardwalk and interpretive signage.
Project Contact: Tracy Tarves, Senior Program Manager, Parks Foundation,
Calgary, tracy.tarves@bowvalley.com; phone: (403) 974-0756.
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the general public, but for school groups as well), and the site now tells the
story of how a constructed wetland bridges the gap between urban development and natural ecosystems.
As Tracy Tarves of the Parks Foundation, Calgary says, “The objective was to take a pre-existing pond system and transform it into an educational park to highlight issues of stormwater management and wetland habitat.” The Parks Foundation, Calgary, through its River Valley Committee,
undertook the project in 1998, fundraising, designing and then building an
educational pavilion, which is the focal point of the site. Volunteers were
involved in seeding the wetland with native plants, and building bridges and
boardwalks. They also created extensive interpretive signage that reinforces
the educational message. According to Tarves, “By informing people of the
need for stormwater treatment, it is hoped that it will also draw attention to
the need for individual responsibility towards our waterways. It will also outline the flora and fauna associated with wetland habitat.”
The educational purpose of the
project was built into the early stages of
transforming the site into an outdoor
learning classroom. School children, who
now use the site for summer nature
camps and fall school programs (the site
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is fully booked with 40 schools/groups per year), were involved in building
the wetland. As Bernie Amell, an environmental engineer involved with the
project says, “Having school kids assist in the construction of the park has
made everything much more meaningful for them. It’s a deeper learning when
kids get their hands dirty. The learning sticks with them.”

The Elbow Valley Constructed Wetland is also a field research site for the University of
Calgary, where students test the planting success of various native wetland species under
varying depths and degrees of contamination. For the first two years of operation, research
focused on measurement of plant survival, distribution patterns and growth rates; a variety
of transplantation and direct seeding methods were used for comparison. Future research
will focus on the effectiveness of water treatment and pollutant removal.
The site has received the Mayor’s Environmental Award, public
response has been positive, and the goal of turning a necessary feature of
urban infrastructure into a public and educational amenity has been
achieved. As Amell puts it, “The hook for people is that it’s a beautiful place;
before you even get out of your car you can hear the birds. For the average
citizen, that’s the big attraction—the unexpected beauty of
nature in the city. But the natural function is equally important. People tend to think that polluted stormwater just goes
away, and they don’t really care. I say to them, but you should
care—it goes into your rivers.”

Tracy Tarves
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Green Roofs
While constructed wetlands can be used to treat stormwater and
divert it from traditional sewer systems, another solution is to prevent
stormwater from flowing into storm sewers in the first place. As a growing
body of research proves, green roofs are a promising and effective way to
achieve this goal—and an enlightened example of green infrastructure.

Many North American cities have combined sewer systems that transport both sanitary
sewage and stormwater to wastewater treatment plants. During heavy rainfalls, the sewer
systems often can’t accommodate the increased flow, which by-passes the treatment plant
and is discharged, untreated, into local waterways. Chronic overflows of combined sewer
systems have led to water contamination problems in a number of Canadian cities.
Though there are many different kinds of green roof systems, from
the simple to the complex, the general principle is straightforward: living
vegetation is installed on roofs to absorb rainfall (thus reduce stormwater
run-off), produce oxygen, absorb air pollution, provide insulation, reduce
noise pollution and create habitat.
The benefits of green roofs have led many European cities and at
least one Japanese city to embrace the concept. In Switzerland, for example,
all buildings over four storeys must provide a rooftop garden.2 A 1989 municipal by-law in Stuttgart, Germany, requires the installation of a grass roof on
all flat-roofed industrial buildings.3 A 1988 by-law in Mannheim requires
developers to install green roofs on most new and renovated building devel-
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opments in the downtown section of the city.4 Municipal support for green
roofs in Germany is so extensive that 10 per cent of all flat roofs in the country have growing landscapes of some sort; the combined total of green roofs
in place since 1989 is a staggering 55 million square metres.5 Tokyo’s municipal government has introduced an ordinance that
requires all new buildings with flat roofs and more than
1,000 square metres of floor space to cover 20 per cent
of their roofs with vegetation, the goal being to establish 1,200 hectares of green roofs in the next 10 years.6
While green roofs have been slower to catch on
in North America, a number of recent projects are
Monica Kuhn

exploring their ecological value as green infrastructure. At a 10-storey highrise in Portland, Oregon, for example, two experimental plots (one with a 5cm growing medium and one with a 10-cm growing medium) are being
extensively monitored and tested for their ability to reduce stormwater runoff. During an August 2001 storm, when 5,621 litres of rainwater fell on the
roof over 9.5 hours, only 3369 litres ran off the 5-cm green roof and only
302 litres ran off the 10-cm green roof. According to a report in The Green
Roof Infrastructure Monitor, “The reduction in runoff was significant in
comparison to runoff that would be expected from a traditional gravel
roof....There was the potential to have achieved no runoff during the storm
event if the roof had been 100 per cent covered by a green roof.”
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In a Chicago project, a 1,858-square-metre garden has been
installed on the roof of City Hall. Twenty thousand plants, including more
than 100 varieties (and two oak trees!), have been installed on the green
roof, and the effects on air quality and the direct energy savings are being
studied. Although final results are not yet available, planners estimate the
annual electricity and gas savings due to the green roof to be $US3,600.8
Furthermore, “If it were possible to eventually place green roofs on all
Chicago roofs, a rough estimate of the maximum theoretical annual avoided
energy costs would be in the range of $US100,000,000. The corresponding
avoided peak demand would be 720 MW, which is the capacity of several of
the local coal-fired central electric utility power generating stations or one
small nuclear plant.”9
In Canada, examples of green roofs include the Vancouver Public
Library, Toronto City Hall and Field to Table in Toronto (see Chapter 4). A
property management company in Banff,
Alberta, Arctos & Bird, is testing how a
green roof comprised of native plants will
function in the cold climate of that town.
And the National Research Council of
Canada is conducting research on the benefits of green roof technology at its facil-
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ity in Ottawa. Initial research suggests that green roofs modify temperature
fluctuations in the roof membrane and thus reduce stress on the membrane
and extend its life.10
In terms of the technical principles involved, there’s nothing revolutionary about using wetlands to filter water or green rooftops to absorb
rainfall. These are precisely the regenerative strategies nature has been using
for eons. What is revolutionary is that enlightened
municipalities are beginning to harness those
strategies and use them to transform urban problems into green infrastructure solutions.

Monica Kuhn

Notes:
1 Benyus, J. Biomimicry: Innovation Inspired by
Nature. New York: William Morrow and Company,
1997.
2 Roberts, W., MacRae, R. and Stahlbrand, L. Real
Food for a Change. Toronto: Random House, 1999.
3 Peck, S.W. and Callaghan, C. Greenbacks from
Green Roofs. Ottawa: Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation, 1999.
4 ibid.
5 No author. “77 Cities in Germany Invest in Green
Roof Infrastructure.” Green Roof Monitor. Volume 1,
Number 2, Winter 1999.
6 No author. “Tokyo Begins To Tackle Urban Heat With
Green Roofs.” The Green Roof Infrastructure Monitor.
Volume 3, Number 2, 2001.

7 No author. “Green Roof Monitoring of Stormwater
Yields Excellent Results in Portland, Oregon.”
The Green Roof Infrastructure Monitor, Volume 3,
Number 2, 2001.
8 Roy F. Weston Inc. et al. “Urban Heat Island
Initiative Pilot Project.” Final Report. Prepared
for the City of Chicago. May 2000.
9 ibid.
10 Liu, K. “A Progress Report on the Environmental
Benefits and Energy Efficiency of Green Roofs.”
The Green Roof Infrastructure Monitor, Volume 3,
Number 2, 2001.
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CHAPTER 6:

Expressing Community Identity

A recurring theme highlighted by organizers of green space stewardship projects is that these activities bring community members together
to share common values. These values relate to how we treat the environment, the possibilities for healing damaged landscapes and the responsibility to future generations. When communities come together to express these
values through stewardship projects, they are doing more than transforming
local green space; they are also creating an idea of what they want their communities to be. In effect, they are forging community identity.

Hendryx Street Forest Garden, Nelson, B.C.
At the end of the main street in Nelson, British Columbia (population approximately 10,000), there used to be an abandoned lot, an unattractive, overgrown site full of weeds. In a city whose main industry is tourism,
such an eyesore was recognized as a liability, especially considering its
prominent location. The City approached Earth Matters, a local organization
that works on a range of community development initiatives related to social
justice, environmental sustainability and environmental responsibility, and
asked if they would be willing to beautify the site by planting a garden.
Although the City envisioned a traditional municipal planting of
ornamental flowerbeds, Earth Matters had a different idea. “Nelson is an
extremely diverse little town,” says Earth Matters Manager Mia Gardiner, “a
mecca for community-minded people who are involved and active in all
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aspects of community life. There’s a huge focus on sustainability, on how to be creative, both economically and in terms of
our own lifestyles.” The garden Earth Matters decided to create on the site is a reflection of this creativity, this attitude of
sustainability and environmental responsibility. It’s a Forest
Earth Matters

Garden—and it’s the only one in a Canadian city.

The Hendryx Street Forest Garden is based on permaculture principles. The following ideas
guided the site design and plant selection process:
• self perpetuating (hardy perennials and self-seeding annuals were used)
• self fertilizing (plants provide nutrients for each other)
• self mulching and weed suppressing (groundcovers act as living mulch)
• self pollinating (plants attract insects for pollination)
• self healing (diverse planting for disease resistance)
• self watering (plants are drought tolerant)
• The term permaculture (a conjunction of “permanent” and “agriculture”) was coined
in the 1970s by Australian Bill Mollison. Permaculture is an ecologically sustainable
design philosophy that advocates basing our cultivation systems on the diversity and
resilience of natural systems.

“There were only a few small trees when the garden was started in
1998,” says Gardiner, “and the soil was very poor.” Thirteen team members,
hired through a Youth Services Canada grant, evaluated the conditions and
then hauled in several truckloads of topsoil, which, because the garden is
built on a steep hill, had to be distributed by wheelbarrows throughout the
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site. The existing infestation of weedy quackgrass was dealt with by sheet
mulching most of the garden. Such labour-intensive site preparation has paid
off in the long term, though. According to Gardiner, “Now, we don’t need to
do anything to supplement the soil and the garden grows extremely well.”

The Hendryx Street Forest Garden is unique in that it is designed to mimic the complexity
of a natural forest while producing food, medicine and habitat. The multiple layers of a
natural forest (for example, canopy, shrub, herbaceous and groundcover layers) are all
represented with plantings designed to be productive. Shrubs such as filberts, for example,
provide edible nuts; saskatoon trees produce edible berries; the perennial St. John’s Wort
has medicinal uses. Plants that are not edible are chosen for their other values within the
ecosystem: clover for its nitrogen-fixing capabilities that improve the soil; yarrow for its
attractiveness to beneficial insects; mock-orange for its butterfly attracting qualities.
From its inception, the garden was meant to be cared for by the community. However, as Gardiner points out, “We realized that a garden of this
size, complexity, visibility and intended use could not simply be planted and
‘handed over’ to the community to maintain without providing support and
structure.” Thus, Earth Matters formed a stewardship committee consisting
of 10 members who met on a monthly basis and divided the garden into
eight sections, each of which was maintained by a different steward.
Maintenance tasks included weeding, watering, pruning and garbage removal.

FACTS AT A GLANCE
Size of the site: 0.20 ha.
Activities: community plantings, garden tours and workshops on permaculture,
organic gardening, seed saving, food preservation and other subjects.
Approximate number of volunteers involved to date: 200
Project contact: Forest Garden Coordinator, Earth Matters,
info@earthmatters.ca; phone: (250) 352-2140.
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One of the challenges of this type of approach is that enthusiasm
can dwindle and volunteers drop out. So, in the garden’s second year,
Earth Matters focused on securing funding support for a Green Thumb
Apprenticeship Program, an educational program whereby apprentices
exchange their labour for training in horticulture. Participants thus receive a
unique, skill-building opportunity while stewarding the Forest Garden.
Crucial support for the garden also comes from the City, which provides free mulching materials, an underground sprinkler system and an
annual grant of $10,000. “The City appreciates the garden and the work we
do,” says Gardiner, though the City is not
involved in regular maintenance, which is
left to the stewardship group. “We hear from
the City if they’re getting complaints about
how the garden looks. Sometimes we need to
remind them that it’s not a conventional
flower garden.”
Although the Forest Garden is an
untraditional urban green space, it is highly
valued by the community. According to
Gardiner, “It has a huge presence—for one
Earth Matters

thing, it’s right downtown on the main street, and it’s the only park on the
street. And it really pulls the community together—often people hold infor-
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mal potlucks and little festivals and celebrations there, impromptu parties.
There’s a real social atmosphere around the garden.”
Gardiner sees a direct link between the strong community support
for the Forest Garden and the social goals driving the project: “The garden

AFTER
Earth Matters

encourages people to work cooperatively towards a common
goal, it provides healthy, affordable food, it reduces stress by
creating a comfortable, safe and peaceful environment for
people to relax in, it creates a positive community image and
it creates employment opportunities. But the biggest reward
the garden gives is that it’s an amazing place to walk
through and enjoy nature.”

Growing Vine Street, Seattle, U.S.A.
There’s no limit to the creative solutions a community can
bring to the challenge of greening the city—turning the streetscape
into a celebration of ecological design—particularly when the expertise and
visionary thinking of community residents are tapped. In the Growing Vine
Street project in Seattle, Washington, eight blocks in the downtown core are
becoming a living laboratory for green solutions within an urban context and
a catalyst for community engagement.
Vine Street is a one-way road with low traffic volume in the Belltown
neighbourhood of Seattle; it runs from Elliott Bay in the west through one of

BEFORE
Earth Matters
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the densest residential neighbourhoods in the
Pacific Northwest. With a modest slope for part
of the street, then a very steep slope for
another three blocks and with wide concrete
sidewalks on both sides, the street is one of
seven in the area designated as “Green Streets”
by the Belltown Neighborhood Plan. The Green
Streets designation is intended to provide open
space on the street right-of-way in neighbour-

Carlson Architects

hoods that lack open space, and the Growing Vine Street project is the first
urban design concept to be developed in Seattle since the introduction of the
Green Street concept in 1985.

The Seattle Land Use and Zoning Code defines a Green Street as “a street right-of-way
which is part of the street circulation pattern, and through a variety of treatments, such
as sidewalk widening, landscaping, traffic calming, and pedestrian-oriented features, is
enhanced for pedestrian circulation and open space use.”
The impetus for the project grew out of an existing community garden, the Belltown P-Patch, at the west end of Vine Street. Residents involved
with the P-Patch wanted to expand the garden into the densely populated
neighbourhood—in effect, turn the length of Vine Street into a park-like
street, a parade of art and nature from Puget Sound through the heart of
Belltown. Two core principles guide the vision: developing a pedestrianfriendly environment and returning nature to the city.
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According to Growing Vine Street Project Manager Greg Waddell,
“Seattle is an environmentally-minded community. There’s a lot of community activism for sound environmental stewardship. The City came up with
the idea of Green Streets, but it was just on paper—a community group took
the idea and ran with it and came up with a design.”
The steering committee began its deliberations for the project with
an expansive vision. As Waddell says, “We didn’t want this just to be a landscaping plan; we wanted it to be something more. And so the steering committee embraced the ideas of the whole watershed and stormwater management.” While this no doubt added to the complexity of the plan and has led
to a number of stumbling blocks in terms of municipal approvals, it is also
key to the project’s innovation. For example, although the traditional municipal approach to stormwater is “to get it into a pipe and underground as
quickly as possible,” as Waddell puts it, the Vine Street project proposes integrating stormwater into the street design, managing it ecologically with natural filtration bioswales and celebrating it as a natural resource.
The key to that celebration is to make stormwater visible and harness it as a resource, rather than concealing it underground. Rainwater will
be collected from local roofs and conveyed in aqueducts to cisterns (or stor-

FACTS AT A GLANCE
Year initiated: 1997.
Project area: 8 city blocks (approximately 1 km.).
Total estimated cost: US$7 million (1998 preliminary estimate).
Project contact: Greg Waddell, Project Manager, gwaddell@carlsonarch.com;
phone: (206) 441-3066.

Carlson Architects
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age tanks), where it will be stored and eventually released into a runnel. The
runnel will be planted with native wetland species that act as biofilters,
absorbing toxins and cleansing the water. As the Growing Vine Street Master
Plan describes it: “An ultimate goal of the runnel is to provide bio-treatment
of stormwater from the Vine Street ‘watershed’ to a degree that the stormwater, under normal storm conditions, may be discharged directly into
Elliott Bay rather than into the combined Metro sewer system.” One
of the most striking features of this filtration system is that it will
occur on the steep slope of the street, with the cisterns, four planted
basins and a water runnel terraced through switchbacks running
Carlson Architects

downhill (the ‘Cistern Steps’)—the water will thus cross the street a number
of times, passing through French drains at intersections. It’s hard to imagine
run-off being more fully integrated into the fabric of the streetscape than
this urban rivulet.

Along with the ‘Cistern Steps’ and bioswale, the Greening Vine Street project also has many
other innovative plans for greening the street:
* expanding the P-Patch with garden plots along Vine Street;
* building “portable planters” (planters on pallets with wheels) that adjacent property
owners will plant and maintain;
* planting orchard groves wherever space and sunlight allow;
* planting vines on buildings along the street;
* incorporating public art into the streetscape.
Waddell admits that this design was “completely alien” to the municipal department responsible for approving street alterations. Over the past
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three years, the group has met with City staff to work with them and help
them understand what the project is all about. Waddell suggests that involving City departments at an early planning stage is important, as is identifying
and presenting the benefits to them. “The ultimate benefit is that our design
will allow the roof run-off to go into the Bay without having to go through the
sewage treatment plant, and this will increase the capacity of the treatment
plant. It’ll be treating sewage instead of stormwater.” Thus, although the Vine
Street project has very high overall costs (estimated at $US 7 million in 1998),
in the larger context of upgrades to sewage treatment facilities, the cost is low.
Waddell also notes that despite mixed bureaucratic support, there has been lots
of political support from City Councillors and the mayor: “This is probably the
reason we’ve been able to get as far as we’ve gotten.”
To date, the steering committee has raised almost enough funds
through grants from the City, the County, developers, private donations and
foundations to begin the first phase of construction. A half-block section of
the Cistern Steps is under permit review and, if granted, will be started in
spring 2002. Regardless of when construction begins, though, Waddell is confident that the life of the project will extend well beyond the time and spatial boundaries of the specific project: “The whole idea is that this is a laboratory; one of the basic concepts is that this project is never-ending. We’re
planting the seeds for people over time to develop and get engaged in and
care for this Green Street and other future Green Streets. We’re just the
starters; we’re not the finishers.”
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